Chevy spectrum

The Isuzu Gemini was a subcompact car that was produced by the Japanese automaker Isuzu
from to While the first generation was of a rear-wheel drive design, later versions were all
front-wheel-drive. The last two generations were no more than badge-engineered Honda Domani
until the name was retired in The first Gemini was the Bellett Gemini , first seen in November It
was based on the third-generation Opel Kadett C on the General Motors T-car platform and
came in four-door sedan and two-door coupe body styles. The chassis code was PF50 ,
although the later 1. In June the Gemini received its first, light, facelift. The Gemini Black and
Minx were also added, the Minx with a two-tone paintjob and the Black with black paintwork and
more sporty yet comfortable equipment including alloy wheels. In June , [1] the Gemini received
a new slant nose with rectangular headlights and a redesigned rear end. The changes were
actually more comprehensive than that, also including a redesigned longer engine bay and a
wider radiator opening for two new engines added in November the twin cam GW and the new
4FB1 diesel which both required wider radiators for more air for cooling. In Japan , sports
models were available originally with the "ZZ" name. These models also came with a shortened
remote throw manual shift lever and optional factory LSD differential. Also featuring electronic
fuel injection, this model also received a standard rear anti-roll bar. After the front-wheel-drive
second generation Gemini appeared in early , the old rear-wheel drive version nonetheless
continued to be built. This diminished range was produced until February , when the rear-wheel
drive Gemini was laid to rest after , had been built. It first appeared in late , for the model year,
and replaced the German-built Kadett which had become too expensive as a result of the
weakening dollar and rising costs in Germany. For the car received a light cosmetic update with
ribbed velour trim, a few new paint options, and rectangular headlights. A five-speed manual or
a three-speed automatic were on offer. The panel van's side panels came from the Bedford
Chevanne. The Australian Holden Gemini was fitted with an Isuzu GZ petrol engine, although
and later models were available with a 1. The more common GZ was a 1. In Europe, the Gemini
was equipped with the 1. It then became Daewoo Maepsy after and remained on sale later as the
Maepsy-Na after a facelift until it was replaced by the Daewoo LeMans in It continued to be
assembled as a taxi model called Maepsy Sigma until As a considerable portion of the T-body
manufacturing had been turned over to Isuzu in Japan for economic reasons, so would the
manufacturing of the replacement. This time, he was to design an economy car on the new
front-wheel drive R-body platform. The R-body featured a MacPherson strut front suspension
and beam axle rear suspension, which foreshadowed most of GM's offerings through their
current model lineup. Giugiaro 's design followed the Piazza design very closely in shape and
detail, though the proportions made the Gemini appear shorter and taller in its three-door
version, and a four-door sedan notch back was also designed. Unfortunately for everyone
involved, Isuzu presented the designs to GM prior to freezing them, and GM ordered a number
of detail changes to them without ever consulting the designer, Giugiaro, which was taken as an
insult, and ended the long relationship between the noted Italian designer and Japan's second
oldest car builder. The insult was serious enough to Giugiaro that he denied the design was his
until a decade after the vehicle went out of production. In Japan, originally with chassis code
JT, it was available with a carburetted 1. An also newly developed 1. Originally, the transmission
started out with a choice of a 5-speed manual or a 3-speed automatic, but NAVi5 , an automated
manual transmission , was added in The FF Gemini underwent a facelift in February , receiving a
more aggressive front styling with wraparound headlight as well as other minor changes.
European sales of the already somewhat dated Gemini were disappointing, and Isuzu soon
withdrew from the European passenger car market entirely. Export versions were also available
with a smaller 1. Sales were limited to coastal markets initially, as import quotas restricted the
number of cars General Motors could sell in the United States. Isuzu's own I-Mark went on sale
during the model year. For GM, this was an entry level vehicle to attract young buyers and to
compete with Japanese midsize cars in the US market. Chevrolet's Spectrum lacked many of
the options and equipment of the I-Mark, although with the exception of a brief run of
decontented hatchbacks in dubbed "Spectrum Express" they were not as austere as the base
trim levels of contemporary Dodge Colt , Toyota Tercel and Honda Civics. In and , the LS and
RS models were offered with Lotus Tuned Suspension, the sportier suspension featuring more
rigid dampers, alternate spring rates, and bigger sway bars. The last models were produced in
June The third generation sedan appeared in March Body size was wider than the previous
generation. A 4-door sedan with similar mechanical components was sold as the Isuzu Stylus in
the United States and Canada. Model codes were JTF for the front-wheel drive 1. In North
America, the base Stylus "S" model received a 95hp 1. The Stylus initially was offered in two
trim levels in and , the base Stylus "S" with a 1. The XS also offered an optional power
equipment package, which included power windows, power door locks, power mirrors, and a
sunroof. This XS "Power Package" would evolve into the 1. The higher trim level packages

offered "ZZ handling by Lotus" and "specification Irmscher" as the performance models in the
lineup, but was carryovered from previous generations. The suspension packages that were
installed on the second generation Isuzu Piazza were also shared on the Gemini sold in Japan,
including the four-wheel steering setup. North American sales of the sedan started from
December under the name Isuzu Stylus. Initial orders were above target in Japan, but
production lagged behind. Strong early sales began to slump within a year, however, and as the
post-bubble recession began to take hold in Japan, Isuzu was particularyl affected. After a
corporate restructuring, Isuzu decided to abandon passenger car production and focus on
commercial truck and SUV production, as the Trooper and the Rodeo found many buyers
internationally, with badge engineered versions sold under a variety of brands and names
across different markets. The total production volume of vehicles was , units at the end of the
third generation from HQ Isuzu , with 17, units sold in the United States from Ward's Automotive
Yearbook. Isuzu halted production of the Gemini and replaced it with a rebadged version of the
Honda Domani. It was only available with the four-door sedan bodystyle and a limited number of
engines; the Domani also came as a five-door hatchback. The fifth generation Gemini was a
rebadged second generation Honda Domani sedan, a car which was also marketed as a Civic in
Europe. Production of this model ceased in As usual, the Gemini was available in a much more
limited lineup than that of the related Honda version, with only one bodystyle and either a 1. In
Australia , the â€” Holden Gemini was assessed in the Used Car Safety Ratings as providing
"significantly worse than average" protection for its occupants in the event of a crash. The first
and second generation Isuzu Geminis, specifically the diesel ones, were the most popular
taxicab models in the Philippines in the 80s and early 90s. Models were phased out and
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Common Problems Encountered by Chevrolet Spectrum Owners The short-lived Chevrolet
Spectrum was first introduced in and was marketed as a compact vehicle. Although it is not
really built and suited for power-hungry drivers, Chevy enthusiasts resorted to this model
because of its low price and good gas mileage. When planning to buy this classic vehicle,
preparing for a few things and taking note of a few reminders about the auto is definitely a must.
Here are just some of the common problems reported by Chevy Spectrum owners and the
reasons behind them:. One of the most common problems encountered by Chevy owners with
their vehicles is a transmission defect. Most problems include flimsy transmission housings,
which lead to the appearance of cracks and wear in the transmission parts. In majority of the
reports, a loose shifter lever was listed as the most frequent defect. Additionally, these
problems were also more recurrent with automatic transmissions than manual types. These

transmission problems often result to low fuel economy. Another Chevy Spectrum defect
involves the car's fuel system. In fact, most of these faulty models were recalled in the late s. It
was found out that the Spectrum models were likely to cause fire because of a fuel tank leak.
These leaks were a result of weak pipe materials that are not exactly built to resist
corrosion-and so a greater risk of catching fire. Furthermore, in some models like the Chevy
Spectrum, the car suddenly chokes out while driving. This defect is more prominent with
vehicles that already reached around , miles. Some models are even unable to start because of
clogging fuel filters. In , Chevy Spectrum models were recalled for a faulty engine cooling
system. These models were at greater risk of starting an engine fire because of a defective
crankcase valve. Without a fully functional valve, the lack of air flow may result to the water or
oil mixture can freeze under cold weather conditions. When this happens, the pressure in the
crankcase will rise and may eventually lead to oil leaks, which could then result to a fire.
Choose from our vast selection of Chevy Spectrum parts and accessories to keep your vehicle
in tip top shape. Whether you're looking for the best performance car parts and accessories to
upgrade your ride or searching for compatible replacement parts to use on your DIY vehicle
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